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Whitepaper

Release notes & Changelog
This white paper provides comprehensive information about the NFT Marble Game project, including online gameplay and ecosystem, as well as
several features of a blockchain-based token economy and non-fungible token NFT.
Notice and Disclaimer:
This white paper is continuously updated by the NFT Marble Game team. The purpose of all content changes is to improve the quality and
sustainability of the project.
Version: 2022

Whitepaper

Release notes & Changelog
Legal notice
This white paper is used only for the purpose of providing general information regarding the NFT Marble Game project, and the information contained in the white paper is
current as of the date indicated on the cover. The content of this white paper is being written continuously and may be revised after review. We reserve the right to update this
white paper at any time. The goals set out in this white paper may not necessarily be achieved or completed as intended. Any future plans, goals, etc. outlined in this paper for the
NFT Marble Game project should not be considered as absolute facts. Participation in the token sale may entail high speculation, and in this regard there is also a risk of complete
loss of principal. Prospective buyers should thoroughly review the DOZEN token sale terms and conditions and carefully consider all risks associated with them. This white paper
by itself does not guarantee security. In many regions, token sales are subject to scrutiny and regulations are not fully enacted. In addition, some organizations consider that the
token sale itself may meet the requirements of an investment sale contract. This white paper is not considered to recommend the purchase of DOZEN tokens in any way. As
regulations related to cryptocurrencies around the world are constantly changing, activities that participate in the purchase of DOZEN tokens may involve signiﬁcant risks, and
prospective purchasers should consult with legal and tax experts in advance and carefully. You agree that the NFT Marble Game project is a project under development, it may
entail signiﬁcant changes prior to its official announcement, and you must also acknowledge that it does not guarantee the operating period of the NFT Marble Game game
ecosystem; You must be aware that it may cease to exist due to various reasons, such as lack of public interest, lack of operating funds, and other force majeure situations that
may occur in business. Although NFT Marble Game may occasionally send e-mails or contact individuals in the name of the company, we do not request conﬁdential or personal
information of individuals through these notices. In order to minimize the possibility of fraud, phishing, and other acts committed maliciously by third parties, you must never
respond to unofficial inquiries other than the official channels and official documents of NFT Marble Game for each individual, and any problems arising from the response are
irrelevant to the NFT Marble Game and the company.
NFT Marble Game-related companies, employees, and executives and employees do not make any arbitrary conditions or proposals other than those officially announced, and
the responsibility for this occurs between the parties, so NFT Marble Game company is not responsible for it. NFT Marble Game company does not publish or distribute
responsible articles, information, content, etc. other than the official channels speciﬁed in this white paper. Therefore, any information that is conﬁgured outside of the official
channel is irrelevant to NFT Marble Game and the company.

Mobile Game Market
Market analysis

The mobile game market in the ﬁrst quarter of 2021
recorded the highest transaction amount of 1.65 trillion
won
The Global game market exceeds $240 billions thanks to
the global mobile game industry, revenue of $1.7 billion
per share, and downloads increase 30%
Rapid growth of the game market due to the COVID-19
pandemic, led by mobile game
The domestic mobile game market grew rapidly in the
aftermath of the novel coronavirus infection (COVID-19)
last year, and the market size exceeded 5 trillion won. The
game market has exceeded USD 240 billion thanks to this
rapid growth of the mobile game market.

Mobile Game Market
Market analysis

Over 1 billion of weekly average mobile game downloads after the spread of COVID-19, another
opportunity for us
It is predicted that the trend of enjoying mobile games to interact with people cut off by Corona will
continue and therefore, the growth of the mobile game market will also continue in the future.
After Corona 19 spread around the world at the beginning of last year, games received attention as
non-face-to-face content for 'social distancing‘. More than a year later, the demand for games still
continues. In major countries such as the United States, Canada, Singapore, and India, the industry has
grown signiﬁcantly due to the increase in the number of game users, and the growth is expected to
continue over the next four to ﬁve years. It is predicted that this will be an opportunity for the domestic
game industry, which is taking overseas expansion as its biggest task.
Trading game items at the bank? Financial area with “Digital assets” items in domestic online games are
often traded for tens of thousands of won in cash. However, coming is the era of buying and selling these
game items through platforms opened by the banks, because domestic banks are starting to build a
system to manage, trade, and invest in ‘digital assets’ such as game items, cryptocurrency like Bitcoin,
and digital photos.

Mobile Game Market
Market analysis
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The game item trading market continues to grow. In the case of Korea, it was worth 1.5 trillion won in 2017, and it is difficult to accurately estimate the amount now, but
it reaches trillions of dollars. However, a safe trading environment has not yet been established compared to the growing item trading market.
Anyone who has ever traded in-game items knows how risky a trade can be. In general, it is done in the form of the buyer seeing an item sale post in Item Bay or Item
Mania, he/she contacts the seller, then they meet in the game, the seller drops the item for the buyer to pick it up. It is often the case that the buyer doesn’t pay after
receiving the item, or the seller never gives the item to the buyer after receiving money.
Overcome the unstable game item transactions and expand the market with blockchain
Transaction platforms can utilize NFT blockchain technology to add transparency and safety to game item transactions. In particular, since transactions are made
through smart contracts, theft and transaction fraud can be prevented in advance.
Game items will be converted into NFT and those in need will buy, sell and exchange directly with each other. Not only that, the loan service model secured by game
items will also become possible and expand to other proﬁtable models.

NFT

NFT (Non-fungible token)
What is NFT?
Now that many things are created and stored digitally,
NFT technology is a new technology that can fully preserve our memories and efforts.
Non-Fungible Token (NFT) is a token with digital, encrypted and irreplaceable characteristics on the blockchain and has a completely different characteristic from the
existing cryptocurrencies that are interchangeable. Due to the advantages of NFT, easy to prove ownership, cannot be forged/modulated, easy to track and safe
transactions, NFT is very suitable for trading, it can be expressed as characters, consumables, and other tradable items in online games. Because NFTs have their own
unique value, like a contract, each NFT token has scarcity and ownership, and literally becomes an irreplaceable asset.
What is an NFT game?
It refers to a game in which characters or items are formed based on NFT in online games, and NFT can be acquired and traded through gameplay and other activities.
NFT games are gaining huge popularity in the Game-ﬁ world as a way to earn money.
How do NFT games work?
NFT games use NFTs for their rules, mechanics, and player interactions. For example, you can represent a unique character or avatar in a game as an NFT. The digital
items you collect while playing the game can also be NFTs, and you can exchange or trade NFTs with other players for another beneﬁt, and even create your own
proﬁt-generating model.
NFT games blend ﬁnance world with gaming world, to give players the opportunity to earn money while playing. You no longer have to rely solely on acquiring, ﬁnding,
or breeding thousands of dollars worth of rare collections, such as CryptoKitty. Now, game players can choose multiple game models with various themes beside
collecting animals.
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NFT (Non-fungible token)
NFT is a key technology of the metaverse era
NFT, the key technology for the Metaverse development
First, because of its non-fungible characteristics, second, it is easy to prove ownership, third, it cannot be
forged/falsiﬁed, and fourth, it enables secure transactions. Therefore, through NFT, users can expand their
world in the virtual world called Metaverse and trade digital assets with other users inside it.
The reason why NFT games are drawing attention.
Even if the user paid for the goods in game like the items mentioned above, eventually the ultimate
ownership belong to the game company, so when the service is terminated, the value of all these data is
gone. However, to NFT-based game items, the data is decentralized through blockchain and remained intact,
so users can have full rights to the items even after the game service is over. Game items, which are only
digital information, will be recognized for their actual value now.
"I play games to earn money"......"Play to earn" trend is created by blockchain technology.
As the number of blockchain games that use NFT (Non-Fungible Token) as an item is increasing, the ‘play to
earn’ trend based on this is entering in the global market. In particular, recently, the ‘Play to Earn’ craze has
grown since the blockchain game ‘Axie Inﬁnity’, is spreading to other games such as Splinterlands, Gameyﬁ,
and Crypto Blades.

NFT

NFT (Non-fungible token)
A representative success story of NFT games
'Axie Inﬁnity' is not an easy game to play. It is not simple to earn real money from game income. However, this
play-to-earn 'Axie Inﬁnity' NFT game is spreading like wildﬁre with great support in the Philippines, becoming the
hope of their lives.
For some people, the play-to-earn concept is just for fun and kind of pocket money. But for others, as you can see
in the Philippines., it was a new opportunity to earn legal income.
With the money they earned from playing Axie, people bought everything from baby diapers and milk to shoes
and shirts for job interviews. Families pay for their children's tuition and buy digital gadgets to study at home or
buy motorbikes. Some bought a block of land, and a young man bought several houses. Overseas Filipino workers
said, thanks to NFT games, they have earned enough money to be able to quit their jobs in Korea and return to
their families in Philippine.
Axie operates an innovative proﬁt-sharing model that allows Axie owners to rent NFTs to new players to play
games and earn SLP without having to buy NFTs or invest money upfront.
Same as this success, the trading volume of SLP, reward token in Axie game, has been so successful that
cryptocurrency exchanges BloomX and Binance P2P are now offering a direct swap between SLP and the
Philippine Peso. It currently represents the most expensive NFT collection with over $42 million in June 2021
sales.
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NFT (Non-fungible token)
NFT Game Economy and Market - A new change in the online game market.
The decentralized gaming space is growing rapidly as the world discovers more ways to make use of blockchain technology. Especially since NFT is known, it continue
to show that it has tremendous potential to change the world of online gaming.
NFT games create an open economy, allowing players who invest value in the game to get rewards ﬁnancially either through rewards in game or through
cryptocurrencies. As NFT-based games grow in popularity, the price of game characters and assets also increases, encouraging players to actively engage with the
game in exchange for more attractive rewards.
NFT game industry is unprecedented booming
The NFT gaming industry is booming as biggest as never. The latest NFT game, Axie Inﬁnity, has a fully diluted value of $19 billion. Their daily trading volume is
currently around $650 million. Their native token, AXS, has surged 10,000% in the last 90 days.Axie Inﬁnity's success shows the huge potential of the rapidly growing
NFT game market.
NFT game company 'Sky People' has won the case against the Game Committee
In April, the Game Committee decided to cancel the classiﬁcation, which is made based on non-fungible token (NFT) by SkyPeople's. Because they assumed this game
promoting ‘Gambling/ Speculation’. However, recently the court has accepted SkyPeople's claim that "There is no speculation" and declared SkyPeople won the case.
There is an expectation that the blockchain NFT game market will open in earnest in the domestic game industry.
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NFT (Non-fungible token)
NFT Game Economy and Market - Partners with Google, Dapper Labs... Expanding NFT and Blockchain Support
According to The Block, while the number of NFT platform users has increased to about 400,000, the number of searches for 'NFT' on Google has reached an all-time
high. Is it for this reason? Google has just become the largest company supporting blockchain development in the ﬁelds of NFTs and games.
‘Google Cloud’ announced on September 14 that it would partner with Canadian startup Dapper Labs, which developed the NFT card game ‘NBA Top Shot’, to support
the expansion of their ‘Flow Blockchain’. The NBA Top Shot has so far generated a total of $680 million in NFT transactions alone. Google Cloud has provided the
necessary infrastructure for Flow scale-up through a partnership with Dapper Ram for several years, but this time the scope of the partnership has been greatly
expanded. Dapper Labs is one of the most successful companies in the ﬁeld of NFTs, as well as the creators of the famous CryptoKitties NFT game. Dapper Labs is
valued at $7.5 billion.
Dapper Labs is considered the origin of NFT token. CryptoKitties, operated by Dapper Labs, can own characters based on NFT. In fact, CryptoKitty's character, 'Crypto
Dragon', was sold for about 1.8 billion won, which is 600 ETH, and drew attention from the world. In addition, Dapper Labs is a company that provides NFT services such
as Flow and NBA Top Shot.
Mick Nayem, co-founder (CBO) of Dapper Labs, said, “The reason we chose the cat as the character of NFT Crypto Kitties is because it was popular on social media.
Moreover, in 2017, the rise of blockchain received a lot of attention.“, he explained.
In addition, he said about the advantages of NFT, "We are paying attention to NFT as a tool that helps ordinary people to use and experience blockchain directly."
“People are becoming more and more digital, and the value of NFTs will continue to expand as we will spend more time in the digital world in the future,” he stressed.
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NFT (Non-fungible token)
<The price increased by 103% in 20 days from the beginning of July>

Cryptocurrency market is on ﬁre again with NFT - The cryptocurrency that rose the
most recently is "NFT Coin".
In the cryptocurrency market, the biggest rebound until July recently appeared to

Cryptocurrency Price Increase Rate
By Theme

be a non-fungible token (NFT)-related ‘coin’. It is analyzed that NFT Coin, which is

Unit: %

used as a means of purchasing characters made of NFT in game or metaverse, is
gaining popularity due to its actual demand, unlike other cryptocurrencies that
have not yet been used as payment methods. The same trend can be seen as the
price of Ethereum, which is used as a platform when making NFTs, is skyrocketing.
NFT

In the ﬁrst quarter of this year, the market capitalization of NFTs reached $2 billion

won) in February, which is six times the size of $340 million (~390 billion won) last
year.
<List of NFT coins listed on Upbit, which has the largest trading volume in Korea.>

DeFi

*As of 12 days. Increase compared to July
20

(~2.3 trillion won). It is said that the daily trading volume, which was $1 million (~1.1
billion won) in January of this year, surpassed a whopping $10 million (~11.3 billion

Ethereum Platform
Group

Theta Token (Video Transport Network NFT)
Theta Fuel (NFT for Streaming Rewards)
3. Tezos (Smart Contract Network NFT)
4. Chiliz (Sports NFT)
5. Axie Inﬁnity (NFT game)
6. The Central Land (Virtual Reality Real Estate
NFT)
7. Enjin Coin (Game Related NFT)
8. Flow
(the
underlying
NFT
for
next-generation games, apps and digital
assets)
9. Sandbox (in-game virtual space purchase
currency NFT series)
10. Wax (NFT applied by Item Mania)
1.

2.

Bitcoin
Group

Source: Upbit

Just
(Art
Market
Development
Expansion NFT)
12. Lambda (NFT platform)
13. Metadium (Proof of Identity DID NFT)
14. Mosscoin (Virtual NFT Auction)
15. Zilliqa (ﬁnancial NFT)
16. DKargo (NFT for Shipping)
17. Bora (NFT linkage)
18. Dawn Protocol (game related NFT)
19. D-Market (NFT for game item trading)
20. Chainlink (NFT linkage)
11.

NFT Marble Game
NFT Online Board Game

Introduction

about

NFT

Marble

NFT MARBLE is an online board game on blockchain technology based on the all - time
famous Monopoly game with simple play, various tactics and different modes. You can
gather friends, form a team, use your critical thinking to develop tactics through rolling dice,
investing in buying land, building properties, and so on, to win new properties and earn
money with the skills.
Online Board Game
Easy gameplay
A simple way to play without explanation. Just dice!
Various strategies
The fun of building various strategies and tactics with purchased regions and items
Low barriers to entry
A game genre that can be enjoyed by people of all ages
Various modes
Inﬁnite mode that can be created according to the rules of the map and board
Multi-players mode that people can play together and compete each other

NFT

NFT Marble Game
NFT Online Board Game

A popular gameplay
that everyone can
enjoy with their
friends and family

Various maps with
landmarks that
everyone knows
about

Using the dice with
various attributes

A strategic game that
identify and use the
characteristics of NFT
character cards and
items

Appearance of famous
characters that stimulate
the desire to collect of
users through the Gacha
machine

NFT Marble Game
Competitive game cycle analysis

Due to the nature of the game genre, users enjoy Marble for the purpose of acquiring more money and winning.
Therefore, the most important consideration when designing this game is the clear rules of the game and the
value reward for winning.

Purpose

Game Play

Also, the loss of the game leads to the loss of the goods owned by the users. Therefore, in order for the game to
return to a sustainable virtuous cycle, game set-up that prioritizes losers over winners should be considered.
But now the game Modoo Marble (모두의 마블) lacks such considerations. Therefore, we propose a game set up
that reduces stress for losers and encourages them to play one more time. Conversely, the winners are provided
with a game setup that stimulates their desire for victory.
Stage

Waiting room

Game play

User desire state
Choice of individual
competition and team
competition

- Classiﬁcation of modes according to assets and
establishment of rules for modes

Desire to win

- Presenting a visual victory guide

Desire to avoid risk

Sense of superiority in
victory
Panic over defeat
Desire of upgrading the
character cards

Buy items

- Classiﬁcation according to the number of players

Choose the mode you
want to play

Immersion in the game
Win/loss result

Needed design elements

- Game set-up to increase the chance for winning
with less risk
- Game set-up that provides motivations and
sustainable gaming environment
- Game set-up that increases the feeling of
superiority after winning
- Game set-up that helps overcome or relieve the
feeling of defeat
- Game set-up that makes users grow their characters
with money

Waiting
Room

Achievement
Of Purpose

Win/Loss
Result

Status check
Individual match,
team match, choose
players and the
number of players
Constantly updating
Visualized victory
guide
Odd and even dice
Daily mission,
Weekly mission
N/A
N/A
Character card
synthesis system

Desire to purchase items
to win

- Items to increase win rate

Odd and even dice,
enhanced money

Desire to show off, to
collect

- Various content and premium items

Limited dice costume
and character cards

Grow up

Reward
Buy Item

NFT Marble Game
NFT Online Board Game

NFT Marble User Conditions & Character Use
●

NFT Marble users must stake to become real users

●

One of 4 basic characters can be used as a board (Ability: Normal)

●

In order to purchase a separate character, it is possible to draw one
through the Gacha, the abilities and appearance also vary by grade.

●

In order to draw a character, players need to approve Metamask payment
to purchase.

●

Characters that the user additionally holds in the inventory can be sold to
other users in the market.

Entry Tickets And Rewards Setting
●

Basically, tickets are only used in match mode.

●

A one-time ticket costs around 500 won and can be paid through
Metamask.

●

A minimum of 2 to a maximum of 4 players can participate in the game, and
each game starts with $100,000 in cyber money.

●

The ﬁnal winner will receive 800-3,600 KRW as prize money. Cyber money
can be exchanged for its own token following the current market price.

NFT Marble Game
How to Play

When playing you will immediately enter the game screen,

* If the ROLL button is pressed, the dice will rotate

First, 4 players are given a random number from 1 to 6. The player with the
highest number will have a chance to start ﬁrst. (In the same case of the left
picture, the player called METADREAM starts the pitch)

When you throw 2 dice and get 2 of the same face, then
(Ex> 1,1 / 2,2 … / 6,6)

The 2nd player is indicated (through rolling the dice)

1

2

NFT Marble Game
How to Play

When you come to vacant land or land that is being owned, you will buy a
pop-up item as shown on the left.

Players can own gold while playing the game (gold can only be used during
the game)
If your Gold is 0, the player goes bankrupt.

1) Buy land
2) Buy building
3) Buy hotel
4) Buy landmark
5) To buy goods from number 1 to number 4, you must have
the corresponding amount to buy.

All other users go bankrupt or after the play time ends,
the player with the most gold wins.

3

4

NFT Marble Game
How to join the game

Attractive rewards for winners in battle mode

NFT Marble users connect their
Metamask wallet when they ﬁrst
sign up to the game

No separate entry ticket

Using NFT Tokens to purchase
battle tickets

Play single mode (No
reward)
Play match mode (rewards
provided)

NFT Marble Game
Game Flow

Title

Login
(Platform)

●

Single and multi game are available

●

Possible to continue playing mid-state (Single)

●

Possible to ﬁnd opponents for matches via
Bluetooth or server (Multi)

●

We are considering if it should be purchasing the
game or deducting points (LOL method?)

Main

Inventory
Manage
character

Manage items and
dice

shop

Game preparation

Currency
exchange

Purchase items and
points

Single play

Multiplay

Start new
game

Continue

VS Match

Use NFT map

Choose
characters

Play

Find
opponent

Pay the NFT map usage
fee

Play

Choose
characters

> Entry tickets required

Purchase / Draw
characters

NFT Marble Game
Game Economy

Drain
(Evaporation: Game play investment cost
to win)
Lack of game money

Investing in gameplay to win

NFT marble game

Wallet

Currency
exchange fee
Game money

Purchase,
upgrade

Consumption

Exchange

Currency
exchange
(Game
money)

Game play
(Ticket
purchase fee)

Revenue

Currency
exchange
(Coin)

Game player

Currency
exchange
fee

Investing to win

Game money
= Asset
= Ranking

Win the game

Obtain

fee

Whitelist
(A certain amount out of the total ticket costs of
all players)

Buy city bid
(Competition)

Revenue

Appears on the
game play map

Provide game play map

NFT Marble Game
Game Basic Conﬁguration

A new concept of board game that combines with NFT and centers on strategies
Division

Explanation

Entering (Game Mode)

The button to start the game

Character card information

Check, combine, and strengthen character card information you own

Dice information

Check the dice information you own

Manage

Where you can create or sell the cards, dice and items

Store

Where you can buy cards, lucky items, lucky boxes and packages

NFT Marble Game
Main Systems

Character growth system

Dice system

Growth of character skills that affect the game results

A system in which the game proceeds by rolling the dice

Battle system
A system that wins by bankrupting others or
monopolizing ﬁrst

Item collection system
Collection of items that help you win

NFT Marble Game
Expected game UI screen

Expected game UI screen
Access to the public by introducing an easier system to play and more sophisticated graphics

Expected Character screen

NFT Marble Game
Expected game UI screen

Character cards are used as key NFT product items

Character card levels are differentiated by up to 10 types.

Division

Explanation

Division

Explanation

Card name

Name of the card

Rank S

The highest card level

Card level

Level of the card

Rank A

…

Toll discount

Skills of getting discount when paying tolls

Rank B

…

Bonus for winner

Additional bonus rewards obtained when
winning the game

Rank C

…

Construction cost
discount

Discounted cost when constructing the building

Rank D

The lowest card level

Acquisition cost
discount

Discounted cost when purchasing basic land

Skills-1

Card speciﬁc skills-1

Skills-2

Card speciﬁc skills-2

NFT Marble Game
Character Skills

Each character has a basic ultimate skills
2 style of ultimate skills: direct skills and indirect skills.
●
Direct skills: Affecting to my character on the board
●
Indirect skills: Inﬂicting damage to the opposing character
Division

Explanation

Gold gain increase

Gold bonus increases every round

Gold steal

A part of gold is stolen when other
characters overlap.

Dice bonus

Dice number + 1 move

Gold damage increase

5% reduction in costs paid to opponents

Gold damage decrease

5% increase in cost receiving from
opponents

NFT Marble Game
Beneﬁts of owning an NFT city map

Great beneﬁts and opportunities for early whitelist members

Division

Explanation

Basic map

Provides a map consisting of 40 squares and 30 NFT cities

Map types

Create a total of 30 maps (900 cities total)

NFT map city sale

Selling maps used in NFT games to users

NFT map revenue

What regular users pay when they are caught in the city
Part of the toll fee is paid to the NFT owner

NFT map city sale

Sell NFT map cities to other users through the market

Earn certain toll
revenue
Sell to early whitelist
members
Sell to other users

NFT Marble Game
NFT Map Setting

NFT Map Setting
Grant powerful beneﬁts to NFT city maps
When all users play the game in battle mode, the NFT
city map is used by default, and a certain NFT is paid
as a city map fee concept to provide powerful
beneﬁts and rewards to the whitelist users
How to select an NFT map
Users can select a map or randomly summon a map
to proceed with the game.
This is the basic authority of the moderator.
NFT map worldview is multiverse oriented
The multiverse of each NFT map is composed of
Prajima 1 World, Prisma 2 World, etc...
Provided with various designs and items of 30
multiverse cities for each Prajima World

NFT Marble Game
Game Modes

Single Mode
Division

Explanation

Battle method

User VS COM1

Way to win

Opponent game money all-in / Own all land

Game rewards

Certain rewards when winning / None in case of
defeat

# This is a game mode where users practice with their characters and dice.

Battle Mode
Division

Explanation

Battle method

User VS User (1~3 mem)

Way to win

Opponent game money all-in / Own all land

Game rewards

Rewards for 1st~3rd ranking / 4th place no reward

# You must purchase and pay a certain amount of entry ticket to participate
in the game.
# Proﬁts are distributed based on the entry ticket according to the ranking.
(Balance will be adjusted later)
# About 10% of the total compensation fee is distributed to NFT city owner.

Vision
The global item trading market is worth 50 trillion won and is growing rapidly. We intend to
enter the game item trading market by overcoming the risks and limitations of the existing
trading system by using blockchain NFT technology. Users take ownership of their digital
assets by investing a lot of time and money in online games. We will lead the effective online
game culture with sustainable proﬁt models and lead the right token economy through
blockchain.

Blockchain technology is a technology that can greatly contribute to bringing the realm of
games to a new level. Decentralization, security, transparency, trust and scalability, and the
outstanding source of blockchain that guarantees freedom can help you do what was
impossible in traditional games. In particular, as the NFT (non-fungible token) emerged as a
trend, the P2E (Play to Earn, making money while playing games) model using NFT started with
‘Crypto Kitties’ and accelerated with ‘Axie Inﬁnity’, the combination of game and NFT has begun
in earnest. In line with this irreversible trend and demand of times, we have prepared this game
with a system and service policy that make players feel happy and satisﬁed not only in game
but also in reality. Especially, it can be of great practical help economically and can be another
motivation for users to live.

Through this popular game, NFT Marble allows users to immerse themselves in the game
with a high reward policy, create and enjoy better value. We continuously update the
version with the sustainable growth of the game, and through this, anyone can freely play
game easily, get rewards, and create an NFT ecosystem through NFT interaction according
to users' efforts, capabilities and free will. We are all walking and growing together.

Mission
Implementing a sustainable NFT ecosystem
NFT Marble's mission is to overcome the complex NFT game environment to build an optimal gaming environment for quick access,
high performance and user convenience. In addition, anyone should be able to smoothly create, buy, sell, exchange, farm and utilize
NFTs. You should be able to easily access all of your NFTs to manage and trade the total value of your NFTs in the NFT market.

Mission

1
3

To make it easy for users around the world to access, play and enjoy our games quickly and easily.
Most existing NFT games have a complex process and procedure that users have to go through to
play game for the ﬁrst time. The complicated process and high entry barriers are a big problem of
blocking new users coming.

To provide an equipment for anyone to quickly deal with cryptocurrency without expertise in
NFT through simple game activities . Our game creates a virtuous cycle in which cryptocurrency
owners and players are easily connected to create a self-sustaining NFT ecosystem, leading
the sustainable and safe token economy by utilizing the good advantages of blockchain
technology.

From the user's point of view, the overall background of the game and the design of each element should be
unique and attractive, and the diversity of game modes and fair rewards must be accompanied to ensure
sustainable play. This is one of the important factors that keep players interested and fun to access and
engage with the game every day.

When the game is played, the result of the game must be reﬂected correctly according to the
level, characteristics, skills, and user control of the NFT character or item held by the user. In
particular, data on all rewards provided to players as a result of the game must be
transparently managed and maintained by blockchain technology.

2
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NFT & Ingame Economy
Box Mystery
There are 3 types of boxes: Common Box, Lucky Box, Event Box
Each box type will have a chance to reveal a unique character, city, dice, or map NFT card.
The greater the rarity of the Box, the more likely it is to include higher level NFT cards.

Box Mystery

Price

Common Box

150$

Lucky Box

200$

Event Box

250$

Description
Common Box: Common box consists of NFT characters ranked D, C, B; NFT map ranked D, C, B and dice skins ranked D, C
Lucky Box: It contains characters ranked D, C, B and A; map ranked D, C, B, A with special dice skins ranked B and A
Event Box: Our ultimate box (event box) offers the chance to own characters and map ranked S, along with those ranked B, A and special dice skins
ranked B, A and S

NFT & Ingame
Box Opening Rate

Box Mystery

Character

Map

Dice

Total

Rank

Common Box

Lucky Box

Event Box

S

0%

0%

3%

A

0%

2%

10%

B

3%

5%

20%

C

8%

12%

0%

D

24%

18%

0%

S

0%

0%

3%

A

0%

2%

10%

B

3%

5%

20%

C

8%

12%

0%

D

24%

18%

0%

S

0%

0%

9%

A

0%

6%

10%

B

0%

20%

15%

C

8%

0%

0%

D

22%

0%

0%

100%

100%

100%

NFT & Ingame Economy
Ingame Economy
Fee join 1 game is 10 token = 0.4$
1 game win will get 500 Marble Point (MP).
With 20 Point = 1 token = 0.04$; then 1 game win will get 1$.
Timeplay (no bonus)
-

1 hour/game
1 day have 24 game

Total Earn/Day

Win rate 25%

Win rate 50%

Win rate 75%

Marble Point

3,000

6,000

9,000

Dozen Token

150

300

450

USD $

6

12

18

Ex: Marble Point get with win rate 50% everyday: 24*500*50% = 6,000 MP

With win rate 50%, Every month Player can earn 30*12 = 360$

NFT & Ingame Economy
NFT Characters
NFT Character:
★
★
★

Bonus Gold
Bonus Point
Mining

Character

Bonus Gold

Bonus Point

Mining/hour
(Point)

Mining/day
(Point)

Mining/day
($)

Mining/month
($)

S

20

20

300

7,200

14.4

432

A

15

10

230

5,520

11.04

331.2

B

10

5

200

4,800

9.6

288

C

5

3

150

3,600

7.2

216

D

0

0

100

2,400

4.8

144

Character expansion:
●
Rank D has characters named 1, 2, 3, 4... then the mining/hour index will be randomly between 90-110.
●
Rank C: Mining/hour between 140-160
●
Rank B: Mining/hour between 190-210
●
Rank A: Mining/hour between 240-260
●
Rank S: Mining/hour between 290-310

Request: The NFT characters card will have stats created at random within the speciﬁed range.

NFT & Ingame Economy
NFT Characters
Example: With Character rank S
Gold default every game is 1000 gold. With Character rank S Gold default when start game is 1200 gold ( bonus gold 20%)
After game end, winner get 500 point. Point get is 600 point ( Point bonus 20%)
Earn 1 day winrate 50% is: 600 * 24 * 50% = 7,200 Point = 360 Token (14.4$)
Earn 1 month is: 14.4 * 30=432$

NFT & Ingame Economy
NFT Map

Map

Bonus Point

Upgrades

S

20

10A

A

15

10B

B

10

5C

C

5

5D

D

3

-

Online Board Game

Example:
With 5 NFT Map D will upgrade to Map C
With 10 NFT Map B will upgrade to Map A

NFT

NFT & Ingame Economy
NFT Map
NFT Dice will help you increase the number of points received after each win.
Rank C: Point Bonus
5%

Rank D: Point Bonus
3%

Rank A: Point Bonus
15%

Rank B: Point Bonus
10%

Rank S: Point Bonus
20%

Our Team
Board Of Director

Composed of prominent and experienced members in the ﬁeld of game development and blockchain technology.
Every member of NFT Marble who can share passion and provide the best experience, specializes in creating unique mobile games.

Herry Web
Co-Founder/Director

Christina Lee
CEO

Our Team

Development & Design Department

Kevin Nguyen
Art Manager

Ho Phat
Chief Technology Officer

Our Team

Marketing Department

Joseph Nguyen
Chief Marketing Officer

Bebe Ho
Marketing Executive

Edward Tu
Marketing Manager

Eden Trang
Community Manager

DOZEN TOKEN
NFT Online Board Game

What is it?
Dozen Token is a Binance Smart Chain-based
cryptocurrency that serves as the backbone of all
economic activities within the NFT Marble Game x Plus
Minus Game and other games using same ecosystem of
DOZEN

How is it work?
It is used to purchase and sell NFT cards
You can get Dozen as a reward within the game.

DOZEN Economy
Our goal for DOZEN tokens is to use our tokens as an
economic incentive to encourage users to participate in
game and blockchain ecosystem activities.
To create a virtuous cycle of economy through DOZEN
tokens, DOZEN tokens are used for all transactions to
ensure that game players interact with NFT Marble game,
PMG and other games using same ecosystem of DOZEN.
We will establish a perfect transaction system in game
and maintain the service rules smoothly.
●
●
●

NFT Marble decentralizes all ownership and
governance.
Ensures the sustainability and scalability of the
game and blockchain NFT ecosystem.
$DOZEN is used for PLUS MINUS GAME x NFT
MARBLE GAME that promote the economic
activities of 2 games and other games using same
ecosystem of DOZEN.

DOZEN TOKEN
Distribution

Allocation

Percent

Tokens

Full lock (Months)

Vesting Period (Months)

TGE Unlock Rate

Remaining Monthly Unlock Rate

Strategic Partner

7%

70,000,000

6

12

0.00%

8.33%

Team

15%

150,000,000

12

24

0.00%

4.17%

Advisory

3%

30,000,000

12

12

0.00%

8.33%

IDO

1%

10,000,000

0

3

10.00%

30.00%

Marketing

7%

70,000,000

0

48

0.00%

2.08%

Play to earn

30%

300,000,000

0

60

10.00%

1.50%

Reserve

12%

120,000,000

0

60

0.00%

1.67%

Staking Reward

15%

150,000,000

0

12

0.00%

8.33%

Liquidity

10%

100,000,000

0

12

10.00%

7.50%

Total

100%

1.000,000,000

❖

Tokenomics is used for PLUS MINUS GAME x NFT MARBLE GAME that will bring parallel proﬁts to $DOZEN token holders

Play To Earn
NFT Online Board Game

Play-to-Earn in NFT Marble
In NFT Marble, you can play in a variety of ways to earn rewards or earn money through peer-to-peer (P2P) NFT trading.

1

If you want to earn money through the game, you can pre-purchase NFT
maps or use NFTs with good stats to join the game. Depending on the
play result, you can obtain DOZEN tokens as sufficient rewards. You can
also sell DOZEN to the market in P2P way or use it to acquire more
premium NFTS.

2

If you use one of your NFTs with outstanding abilities and skills, you can
level up your character faster and earn more rewards.
As a player, focus on optimizing all your characters and honing your
skills and abilities to become the heart of the game ecosystem. A
process like this can give players more rewards and opportunities to
generate revenue.

Blockchain

Binance SmartChain BEP20
Binance Smart Chain is a new full-featured blockchain for developing high-performance decentralized applications.
Built for cross-chain compatibility with Binance Chain, you can beneﬁt from fast processing speed and low transaction fees.
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain that runs in parallel with Binance Chain. Unlike Binance Chain, Binance Smart Chain boasts smart contract functions and
compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), while maintaining high throughput intact by the smart contract.
How it Works
Binance Smart Chain achieves ~3 second block time through a proof-of-stake consensus algorithm. More precisely, it uses Proof of Staked Authority (PoSA), where
participants can stake their BNB to become validators. When they present a valid block, they receive a transaction fee included in the transaction.
Cross-chain compatible
Binance Smart Chain is an independent and complementary system to the existing Binance Chain. A dual-chain structure is used, and users can freely transfer assets
between each blockchain. This allows you to build a powerful decentralized app on Binance Smart Chain while using fast trading features on Binance Chain. This
interoperability allows users to experience a wide range of ecosystems with numerous use cases. Binance Chain's BEP-2 and BEP-8 tokens can be swapped with the
new standard BEP-20 tokens introduced in the Binance Smart Chain.

Partnership
NFT Online Board Game

Road Map
Q4 - 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•

Idea conceptualization
Talent acquisition
Marketing Strategy
Website development
Smart contracts development
Audit Smart contracts

Q3 - 2022
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Event
Bug and error ﬁxing
Update new character, skill, item,….
Beta release
LP Staking
Partner Staking
Gameﬁcation integration and testing
PMG Official Launch (using DOZEN token)
MVP Release

Q1 - 2022
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airdrop Round 1
Partnership
Marketing
Trailer release
Whitepaper
Gameplay, Character
development

Q4 - 2022
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce Marble Metaverse
Integrate other games using DOZEN’s
tokenomic
Marketing
Community Event
Listing more exchange
Mobile Version
Multiple Language support
DeFi Dapp integration
Marble Game official launch
Airdrop Round 2
NFT Generation
Marketplace Open

Q2 - 2022
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seed sale
Private sale
Marketing
Pre-IDO
IDO
Public listing exchange
Token distribution

Oﬃcial Channel
www.nftmarble.games
https://www.facebook.com/nftmarblegame.io

https://www.instagram.com/nftmarblegame
https://twitter.com/nftmarblegame
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCb8eeJsyDb54-kYbJTAE0ZQ

https://t.me/nftmarblegame

https://discord.gg/usngnb2DJY
https://nftmarblegame.medium.com
https:// www.linkedin.com/company/nft-marble-game

